
Where does one letter end and the next begin? 
This page is the one that should have the most immediate effect on those whose faults are illustrated here. It
should help by making them laugh at the various mistakes. Most of these muddles are caused by pupils who do
not join their letters but who think that if they squash them close enough together no one will notice. Most of
them still have straight print script letters with no exit strokes. They first need to learn separate letters with exit
strokes.

They then could copy the words: coin gang ant loud clock close side and compare with the examples as the
exit strokes will automatically space their letters. Then they can try to join up. For ‘k’s that are falling apart,
after seeing if one of the three ‘k’s on the previous page might suit them better, then they could try the sentence
‘Jack is kicking the bucket back’.

Although there are no examples here of actual mirror image there are several that illustrate how similar the
shapes of our letters are, so ‘cl’ easily becomes ‘d’ and ‘lo’ can look like ‘b’. Should you have a pupil who still
confuses ‘b’ and ‘d’ these repetitive exercise and sentences that might help them.

bdbdbdbd bad bed bad bed bad bed A bumpy bed is bad but a hard bed is a bad bed too.

Some pupils have never had the opportunity to compare the
‘mirror image’ letters. It is not only ‘b’ and ‘d’.

58 Handwriting Problems in the Secondary School
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Where does one letter end and the next begin?

Leave enough space between separate letters so you can tell where one ends and the next begins. Good joining strokes
will then regulate the spacing for you. Sometimes complex letters like ‘k’ fall apart, making matters worse.

Are these words ‘coin’ or ‘can’, ‘going’ or ‘gang’?

Are these words ‘ant’ or ‘art’. ‘loud’ ‘lad’ or ‘bud’?
This happens when letters are too close.

‘clock’ or ‘dock’? ‘close’ or ‘dose’?

‘side’ or ‘sick’?

‘down’ or ‘clown’?

‘backs’ or ‘bad is’, ‘king’ or ‘icing’? A loose ‘k’
and tight ‘cl’ do this.

Enlarging handwriting does not solve bad letter
spacing.

A bad start. This writing is squashed together to look
as if it joins.

Squashed writing gets more confusing as it
becomes complex and personal.

Careless letters make bad spacing more
serious. The letters ‘ds’ could be ‘cb’ or ‘clo’.

Rounded letters overlap and get muddled. Unconventional forms make matters worse. Zig zag strokes make a confusing pattern.




